
Healthy ear for Lyric wearers — the contributing key factors
This retrospective study, conducted at the Audiological Consultants of Atlanta clinic was a “slice-in-time” study to
investigate the possible associations between various measurable factors and the ear health of Lyric wearers. Factors
which appeared to be associated with poorer ear health were smaller devices and poor general health.

Lyric is an FDA-approved hearing aid for individuals with mild 
to moderately-severe hearing loss. Since it is worn 24 hours 
per day for months at a time, Lyric needs to fulfill various 
requirements with regard to biocompatibility and pressure 
applied to the skin of the ear canal, as well as environmental 
properties such as breathability and moisture transport, in 
order to maintain healthy ear canals. It is known that the 
fitting and wearing of Lyric for months at a time may cause 
changes to the physiological status of the ear canal skin (Jae 
Hoon Sim et al., 2014). These changes do not necessarily 
equate to poorer ear health. However, clinicians fitting Lyric 
report that the amount of days a Lyric device is worn in the 
ear, will vary amongst individuals for a variety of reasons
that include ear health.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of 
different factors on ear health. The chosen factors that were 
considered to potentially impact these criteria were:

•	 General health

•	 Ear health history

•	 Humidity in the ear

•	 Microbiology of the ear

•	 Device size

The factors were compared to ascertain if there are any 
correlations or trends that can be observed that relate to 
ear health. If correlations or trends are seen then they could 
potentially be used to predict the success of Lyric with regards 
to ear health when determining candidacy.

The clinic selected to participate in this study was the 
Audiological Consultants of Atlanta (ACA). This clinic was 
selected because of their robust method of ear health data 
collection. Before the study was conducted, data was reviewed 
for the total number of Lyric removals that had been collected 
over a period of 20 months. This was equal to 11,648 removals 
and five percent of the total removals was attributed to ear 
health conditions.
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Participants

The sample consisted of 20 existing Lyric users: Group A - 
ten Lyric wearers with no observed ear health conditions 
and Group B ten Lyric wearers with a history of observed 
ear health conditions. These included: non-infectious otitis 
externa, abrasions of the ear canal wall, hematomas or ulcers 
(Johnson, 2015). All participants were fit binaurally, apart 
from one in Group A, who was fit monaurally. The gender 
distribution was 40% female and 60% male. The average  
age was 75 years.

Ear health and general health assessment

The medical health of the subjects was assessed based on their 
reported past acute medical conditions such as diabetes, auto 
immune disease, sinus disease, skin disease and cancer, along 
with a history of medication taken for these conditions. The 
health of the ear was ascertained, by performing otoscopy pre 
and post removal of the Lyric device and on past history of 
ear conditions, collected in the patient notes. At this stage the 
device size worn by the subject and the average days of wear 
was recorded in the notes.

Ear canal humidity measurement methodology

The humidity level of the medial ear canal is based on several 
factors: The surface area of the occluded medial canal, 
transepidermal water loss (TEWL), rate of the ear canal and 
passive moisture vapor transport rate (MVTR) through the Lyric 
device, which is governed by the humidity gradient between 
the medial and lateral region and the seal material properties.

Group A and Group B were first split by device size and 
percentage of measured ear canal relative humidity. An 
electronic sensor (Fig. 1) was created to measure temperature 
and moisture level in the ear canal. The sensor was embedded 
in a Lyric sizer and connected to a computer to record  
realtime measurements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The sizer sensor was inserted into the subject’s ear canal at  
the insertion depth of their normal Lyric device in order to 
mimic the occluded volume between the tympanic membrane 
and the device.
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Measurements were made for an extended period of time 
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Fig. 2. Chart showing an example of collected  ear humidity data 

Ear canal microbiology test methodology 
Upon removal of a Lyric device from the subject’s ear canal, a 
sample of the micro-biome of the subject’s medial ear canal 
was taken with a sterile swab. The swab was then secured in 
the container provided and was sent to an analysis laboratory. 
Aerobic bacteria and fungus culturing testing was performed 
at the laboratory, where a positive result indicated the 
presence of infectious bacteria or fungus. A negative result 
indicated only normal skin flora was present in the sample 
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Results 

 
Ear health: Patient comments and medical history results 
The majority (90%) of Group A (healthy ear group) are 
reported as being generally healthy (Fig. 3). More than half 
(60%) of Group B (unhealthy ear group) are reported as being 
generally unhealthy (Fig. 4). 
 

 
Fig. 3. Healthy ear group showing results for 10 subjects  

 

Fig. 
Fig. 4. Unhealthy ear group showing results for 10 subjects 
 

Ear health versus subjects average days of wear result 
The Days Of Wear (DOW) distribution was analyzed across  
the group. Group B participants tended to wear Lyric for 
fewer days than Group A participants. This suggests that a  
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Figure 1: Picture of the sensor embedded in a Lyric sizer

Measurements were made for an extended period of time
(~15-20 minutes) to record a stable measurement (Fig, 2).
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Figure 2: Chart showing an example of collected ear humidity data

Ear canal microbiology test methodology

Upon removal of a Lyric device from the subject’s ear canal,  
a sample of the micro-biome of the subject’s medial ear canal 
was taken with a sterile swab. The swab was then secured in 
the container provided and was sent to an analysis laboratory. 
Aerobic bacteria and fungus culturing testing was performed 
at the laboratory, where a positive result indicated the 
presence of infectious bacteria or fungus. A negative result 
indicated only normal skin flora was present in the sample  
and no bacterial or fungal growth was present.

Methodology
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Figure 3: Healthy ear group showing results for 10 subjects
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Figure 4: Unhealthy ear group showing resutls for 10 subjects

Ear health versus subjects average days of wear result

The Days Of Wear (DOW) distribution was analyzed across the 
group. Group B participants tended to wear Lyric for fewer 
days than Group A participants. This suggests that a wearer’s 
success with Lyric may be affected by their ear health.

Ear canal humidity: Size of Lyric, relative humidity and
ear health results

The ear canal humidity was measured in percentage and the 
range for Group A and Group B was from 55% to 94%. For 
each ear in Group A and Group B, the humidity level and 
device size were recorded. Seventy percent humidity or above 
is classified as a high humidity level (Fig. 5).
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In Group (B) 79% of subject ears tested showed normal skin 
flora (Fig. 7). 
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Discussion and conclusion 

This retrospective study indicates that for the relatively few 
Lyric users (5%) who have poorer ear health, smaller device 
size appears to be a risk factor, even when the relative ear 
canal humidity is lower. The amount of days the Lyric device 
is worn can be affected by the ear health of the individual, 
with poorer ear health leading to fewer days of device use. 
There is also a possible correlation between an individual’s 
ear health and their general health, in that healthier people 
tend to have healthier ears. Reassuringly, there is no clear 
correlation between ear health of Lyric users and bacterial 
culture results. This study has identified the parameters that 
potentially impact days of wear and a longitudinal study 
investigating these in more detail is currently underway.  
 
The results of this study suggest that, to minimize ear health 
issues associated with Lyric, Lyric providers should continue 
to monitor the Lyric user’s overall general health with regards 
to contraindications that could potentially arise. They should 
also manage expectations of patients with smaller ear canals 
being fitted with smaller sized Lyric hearing aids at the time 
of fitting. 
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In Group (B) 79% of subject ears tested showed normal skin
flora (Fig. 7). 
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Figure 5: The table shows Group A and Group B in relation to the measured 
relative humidity and device size for each ear, n=39
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Table 1. Mean (SD), minimum (Min), and maximum (Max) SADL global and 

sub-scale scores for the current study and mean (SD) SADL and global sub-

scale normative (Norm) scores as reported in Cox and Alexander (1999). 

Differences between the current study and normative values are denoted by p-

values The highlighted box shows the results where there is a statistically 

significant difference between Lyric and normative data for daily wear. 

 
 

Discussion and conclusion 
 

The results obtained in this study suggest that patients fit 
with Lyric show more positive outcomes than those who 
wear conventional daily-wear hearing aids on psychosocial 
measures assessing benefit. There are several possible reasons 
why more positive self-report outcomes were observed with 
Lyric fittings. Such effects may arise from eliminating the 
need for frequent intervention and maintenance of the 
hearing aids (insertion/removal, batteries, cleaning). 
Additionally, unlike conventional hearing aids, a first-time 
Lyric wearer does not have to adjust their habits to 
accommodate their hearing aids when holding the telephone, 
wearing a hat or glasses, or exercising. As a result, treatment 
with Lyric more closely resembles the experience of having 
normal hearing than treatment with a conventional, daily-
wear hearing aid. The emotional impact of this benefit 
cannot be overlooked, especially for those patients who 
experience a significant negative emotional response to their 
hearing loss. While this study demonstrates positive 
psychosocial benefits of Lyric, further investigations are 
necessary to conclude advantage of Lyric fitting outcomes in 
comparison to conventional hearing aids. Due to the 
limitations of this preliminary study, SADL scores were 
evaluated by comparing performance against published 
normative values. One assumption is that the population 
included in this study is similar to that used to obtain SADL 
normative data; however, it is possible that the two 
populations differ in some systematic fashion that accounts 
for the differences observed in SADL scores.  Future research 

investigating Lyric outcomes should include a control group 
of participants of similar age and hearing losses fit with 
conventional daily-wear hearing aids. Such a study would 
provide more certainty regarding psychosocial benefits of 
Lyric observed in the current study. 
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This retrospective study indicates that for the relatively few 
Lyric users (5%) who have poorer ear health, smaller device 
size appears to be a risk factor, even when the relative ear 
canal humidity is lower. The amount of days the Lyric device is 
worn can be affected by the ear health of the individual, with 
poorer ear health leading to fewer days of device use. There is 
also a possible correlation between an individual’s ear health 
and their general health, in that healthier people tend to 
have healthier ears. Reassuringly, there is no clear correlation 
between ear health of Lyric users and bacterial culture results. 

This study has identified the parameters that potentially 
impact days of wear and a longitudinal study investigating 
these in more detail is currently underway.

The results of this study suggest that, to minimize ear health 
issues associated with Lyric, Lyric providers should continue to 
monitor the Lyric user’s overall general health with regards to 
contraindications that could potentially arise. They should also 
manage expectations of patients with smaller ear canals being 
fitted with smaller sized Lyric hearing aids at the time  
of fitting.

Discussion and Conclusion


